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DEMO Ad Specs

Deadline time: You’ll need to provide a local 
countdown deadline in Days-Hours-Minutes-
Seconds using the 24hr clock with a specific time
zone. 
Title: No longer than 54 EN characters, or no 
longer than 27 CN/JP/KR characters. 
We suggest using "Starts in" or "Ends in" in the 
countdown title for your marketing campaigns
Sticker color: There are 4 colors available: Orange, 
Black, Blue, Pink. Custom colors out of these 4 are 
currently not supported.
Location & place: Fixed location with a fixed size. 
Please consiult your local sales team for the 
recommended safe zone.

Countdown Sticker is a new interactive add-on product that features a time 
countdown function. When users click on the countdown sticker, they will be 
led to the landing page where they can learn more about the countdown 
event. 
The Countdown Sticker is currently in alpha testing. It’s available on auction 
under Traffic, Conversion, and App Install objectives. Please consult your 
sales team for more details if you are interested.

Countdown Sticker - Alpha

If the countdown time is > 71 Hours : 59 Minutes : 
59 Seconds, meaning the countdown time is over 3 
days, the format of the countdown sticker interface 
will be Days-Hours-Minutes

If the countdown time is < 71 Hours : 59 Minutes : 
59 Seconds, meaning the countdown time is less 
than 3 days, the format of the countdown sticker 
interface will be Hours-Minutes-Seconds
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Pre-event hype up announcement
Create an event announcement to gain more attention
Drive users’ awareness and engagement by having a 
start time for your event, which potentially increases 
users' interest in the event. 
Campaign Scenario: Big launch announcement, such as 
new product/movie/game launch, festivals, sales 
promotions, etc.

In-event promotion to drive instant conversion 
Drive urgency for instant purchase/subscription
The countdown sticker can let users know the 
exact event ending time, create a sense of 
urgency and exclusivity that urges instant 
engagement and conversions. 
Campaign Scenario: in-event promotions


